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Abstract

After its formation, the Moon is widely believed to have possessed a deep, global magma ocean. As it cooled, an anorthositic

crust formed, floating atop this magma ocean, and acting as an insulating blanket. As well as forming the Moon, the Moon-

forming giant impact also released more than a lunar mass of debris into heliocentric orbit. Re-impacting debris subjected the

newly formed Moon to an extremely intense bombardment. We have conducted a suite of impact simulations for a range of

conditions representative of this early period. We find that impact outcomes can be divided into four regimes, and construct

scaling relations for the transitions between these regimes and size of impact features. Exposure of liquid magma to the surface is

generally more efficient than previously assumed, implying significant shortening of the solidification time of the Lunar Magma

Ocean. Comparison with work on icy satellites also suggests that penetration of a solid crust overlying liquid is a relatively

universal process with weak dependence on target material properties.
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Abstract17

After its formation, the Moon is widely believed to have possessed a deep, global magma18

ocean. As it cooled, an anorthositic crust formed, floating atop this magma ocean, and19

acting as an insulating blanket. As well as forming the Moon, the Moon-forming giant20

impact also released more than a lunar mass of debris into heliocentric orbit. Re-impacting21

debris subjected the newly formed Moon to an extremely intense bombardment. We have22

conducted a suite of impact simulations for a range of conditions representative of this early23

period. We find that impact outcomes can be divided into four regimes, and construct scaling24

relations for the transitions between these regimes and size of impact features. Exposure of25

liquid magma to the surface is generally more efficient than previously assumed, implying26

significant shortening of the solidification time of the Lunar Magma Ocean. Comparison27

with work on icy satellites also suggests that penetration of a solid crust overlying liquid is28

a relatively universal process with weak dependence on target material properties.29

Plain Language Summary30

The Moon is believed to have formed in a giant impact between Earth and another31

planet-size body. After formation the Moon was very hot and likely had a deep layer of32

magma. As the magma cooled and solidified, some of the solid minerals floated to the33

surface, creating an insulating blanket. As well as forming the Moon, the giant impact34

released over a Moon’s mass of debris into orbit around the Sun, some of which returned35

to hit the young Moon. We ran computer simulations to understand what happens to the36

solid crust when debris hits it. We find that these impacts can be divided into four types37

and developed equations relating the size of the scar produced to impact energy and crust38

thickness. Creating a hole in the crust makes it a less effective insulating blanket, allowing39

heat out faster. We find that impacts more easily produce holes than previously assumed,40

so the magma should have cooled faster. Icy satellites are similar in structure having a solid41

ice layer with water underneath, and comparing with previous work we suggest that how42

easy it is to puncture the solid layer does not depend much on what it is made out of.43

1 Introduction44

The most widely accepted hypothesis for the origin of Earth’s Moon is the giant45

impact hypothesis, in which the young Earth is struck by another planetary-sized body46

(e.g., Hartmann & Davis, 1975; Cameron & Ward, 1976; Canup, 2004). The Canonical47

model, developed over several decades, settled on a low velocity, glancing impact between a48

roughly Mars-sized body (commonly known as ‘Theia’ after the mother of Selene, goddess49

of the Moon in Greek mythology) and the proto-Earth in the late stages of its formation (see50

Canup, 2004, for a review). The Canonical model readily explains the high ratio of angular51

momentum in the lunar orbit relative to the whole Earth-Moon system, and the depletion of52

the Moon in iron and volatile elements relative to Earth (Taylor et al., 2006). More recently,53

doubts have been cast on the Canonical model as a result of geochemical analyses that have54

revealed the Moon to have nearly identical isotopic signatures to Earth (e.g., Spicuzza et55

al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012), which conflicts with the prediction of the Canonical model56

that lunar material should be predominantly sourced from Theia (e.g., Canup, 2014). This57

has led to a number of proposals for modified giant impact scenarios (e.g., Ćuk & Stewart,58

2012; Canup, 2012; Reufer et al., 2012; Rufu et al., 2017), but the basic premise of a giant59

impact origin for the Moon remains by far the most widely accepted (Asphaug, 2014; Barr,60

2016).61

All giant impact models of Moon formation produce a liquid-vapour disk in orbit around62

Earth from which the Moon forms. However, a sizeable amount of unbound debris is also63

produced in giant impacts, which enters heliocentric orbit and can reimpact the remnant64

some time later (e.g., Benz et al., 1988; Leinhardt & Richardson, 2005; Jackson & Wyatt,65

2012). Indeed, production of debris is a generic property of all giant impacts (e.g., Agnor66
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& Asphaug, 2004; Leinhardt & Stewart, 2012; Gabriel et al., 2020). Given that almost all67

modified giant impact proposals involve greater impact energies than the original Canonical68

model, it can be expected that they would lead to a substantial amount of escaping debris.69

Once in heliocentric orbit the debris naturally becomes a source of impactors for the70

young Earth and Moon, as well as the rest of the terrestrial planets. Jackson & Wyatt71

(2012) showed that the bulk of the impacts from this debris population will occur over72

the first 10-100 Myr after the initial Moon-forming event. This time frame is concurrent73

with the period in which the Moon is hypothesized to feature a global magma ocean74

(∼10-250 Myr after formation) (e.g., Wood et al., 1970; Solomon & Longhi, 1977; Nyquist75

et al., 1995; Rankenburg et al., 2006; Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011). A peculiarity of the Moon76

is that fractional solidification of the Lunar Magma Ocean (LMO) leads to formation of an77

anorthositic flotation crust (e.g., Wood et al., 1970; Solomon & Longhi, 1977; Elkins-Tanton,78

2012). As such the majority of this returning debris would have struck a layer of solid crust79

overlying liquid magma, potentially punching holes through the lid and exposing the magma80

beneath; a considerable deviation from classical cratering where the substrate is entirely81

solid. Impacts into the ice shell of Europa (e.g., Bauer & Cox, 2011; Bray et al., 2014; Cox82

& Bauer, 2015) and Enceladus (e.g., Monteux et al., 2016) are perhaps the only modern-day83

analogues for this phenomenon.84

The anorthositic flotation crust plays an important role in insulating the magma ocean85

and extending the time it takes to solidify (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011). Perera et al.86

(2018) (hereafter referred to as P+18) showed that puncturing holes in this insulating87

lid can decrease the time for LMO solidification by as much as a factor of 6. P+1888

did not consider the process of production of individual holes in detail however, instead89

using simple parametrisations to examine the global influence of holes on the solidification90

process. Here we instead focus on the phenomenology of puncturing impacts. Our primary91

interests are in crust morphology after a puncturing impact, how hole size depends on the92

impact parameters, and what the thresholds are for puncturing the crust. As a secondary93

consideration we are also interested in how much these impacts fracture the crust since this94

is the first bombardment of the crust as it is initially forming and thus the first opportunity95

to fracture the crust on a wide scale.96

We outline our numerical methodology in Section 2, both setup of individual simulations97

(Section 2.1) and the parameter space we explore (Section 2.2). Further details regarding98

parameter choices, and a discussion of resolution and convergence, are available in the99

Supplementary Material. In Section 3 we then describe the final morphologies that appear100

in our suite of simulations, and construct scaling relations for the size of impact features in101

Section 4. In Section 5 we compare our results with previous work involving ice and water,102

and with other work on lunar basin formation, and consider implications for the results of103

P+18. Finally, we summarise our work in Section 6.104

2 Hydrocode impact simulations105

In this work we use the iSALE-2D hydrocode (Chicxulub and Dellen releases) to106

simulate the penetration of the early lunar flotation crust by returning debris from the107

Moon-forming giant impact. The iSALE (impact SALE) code is a finite difference shock108

physics code ultimately based on the SALE (Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian)109

hydrodynamic solution algorithm (Amsden et al., 1980). It features the ability to simulate110

collisions in different materials and with different rheologies. To simulate material responses111

to shocks it includes an elasto-plastic constitutive model as well as fragmentation models112

and various equations of state (Melosh et al., 1992; Ivanov et al., 1997; Collins et al., 2004).113

It has been extensively benchmarked, both against other hydrocodes used for modelling114

impact processes and against laboratory-scale impact experiments (Pierazzo et al., 2008;115

Miljkovic et al., 2012).116
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Since we are using a 2D hydrocode we must necessarily make the assumption that117

the impact direction is exactly vertical and that the impact is cylindrically symmetric. In118

reality, the most probable impact angle is around 45◦ to horizontal, with about 50 percent119

of impacts occurring between 30◦ and 60◦ (Shoemaker, 1962) and few occurring very close120

to vertical or very close to grazing. Studies of the influence of impact obliquity on impact121

crater morphology have shown that above around 30◦ the role of obliquity is minor, albeit122

that it may increase at low impact velocities where the ratio of crater size to impactor123

diameter is lower (Pierazzo & Melosh, 2000). Elbeshausen et al. (2009) also showed that124

the influence of obliquity decreases when there is less friction in the target material. Since we125

are interested in puncturing a solid layer overlying a low viscosity fluid, and broad outcomes126

rather than detailed morphology, we posit that our vertical impacts will be representative of127

the majority of impact events. In addition 3D simulations are much more computationally128

expensive than 2D simulations, and would severely limit the extent of our parameter space129

exploration.130

2.1 Simulation setup131

To model the materials in our simulations we use ANEOS equations of state (e.g.,132

Thompson & Lauson, 1974; Thompson, 1990; Melosh, 2007). Impactors and the lunar133

mantle are represented using ANEOS dunite (Benz et al., 1989), as is commonly the case134

for impact simulations of the Moon (e.g., Potter et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2017). The lunar135

crust is represented using ANEOS granite (Pierazzo et al., 1997), which is also used fairly136

commonly (e.g. Miljković et al., 2016; Trowbridge et al., 2020). Granite fulfils two key137

criteria: 1. the crust must have a lower density than liquid dunite (to avoid issues with138

foundering), and 2. the crust must have a significantly higher melting point than dunite.139

An ANEOS equation of state for a direct lunar crustal analogue is not available, and the140

commonly used Tillotson equation of state tuned to gabbroic anorthosite is itself only an141

approximation, particularly as regards temperature (Potter et al., 2012). The densities of142

ANEOS granite and lunar anorthosites are similar and Miljković et al. (2016) found that143

the equation of state has little influence on outcome for large impact events provided that144

the bulk density is appropriate for lunar crustal material. As such we consider our equation145

of state implementation to be a reasonable approximation.146

The melting point of ANEOS granite, at around 1670 K, is somewhat higher than the147

∼1500 K of typical Tillotson anorthosite implementations, but the melting point of ANEOS148

dunite (∼1370 K) is also somewhat higher than estimates for the LMO solidus, which for the149

prescription used by e.g., P+18 and Elkins-Tanton et al. (2011) drops as low as 1000 K near150

the end of solidification. Using ANEOS granite thus allows a more realistic temperature151

differential between the crust melting temperature and the sub-surface magma.152

The liquid magma is assumed to be convecting and thus to obey an adiabatic temperature153

profile, which we also assume extends into solid portions of the mantle below. Surface154

temperature is held constant at 293 K, accounting for warm post-impact conditions (the155

blackbody equilibrium temperature at 1 AU is 250 K). The temperature gradient in the156

crust is adjusted such that the depth of the liquid magma layer (as determined by the point157

at which the adiabat crosses the dunite solidus) matches the crust thickness according to158

the results of P+18 and Elkins-Tanton et al. (2011).159

We utilise a rock strength model combined with an Ohnaka thermal softening model160

(Ohnaka, 1995) while damage is computed using the Ivanov et al. (1997) model. Numerically161

‘damage’ serves to transition the material from a higher shear-strength (intact) state to a162

lower shear-strength (fractured) state. Note that the liquid magma is treated as strengthless163

and thus registers as completely damaged in the simulation as soon as it is perturbed, but164

in physical terms there is no difference between damaged and undamaged for a strengthless165

liquid. Similarly to Potter et al. (2012), we find that strong thermal softening in the crust166
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and the presence of strengthless magma beneath renders acoustic fluidization unnecessary,167

and so we do not include it.168

Further details regarding the rheological and strength models can be found in Supplementary169

Material S1, while additional information regarding the temperature and yield strength170

profiles is available in Supplementary Material S2.171

2.1.1 Resolution172

As in most numerical studies, the resolution of our simulations is a balance between173

computational demands and achieving the most accurate results possible. The simulation174

volumes we use here are large compared to most numerical cratering studies. In iSALE the175

simulation volume consists of a core high-resolution zone in which cells are a constant size,176

surrounded by extension zones in which cell sizes grow exponentially.177

Cell size in the high-resolution zone is set according to several limits. The first of these178

is that there must always be at least 8 cells across the projectile radius (16 per projectile179

diameter). The second limit is based on the number of cells across the crust thickness,180

with the minimum in most cases set at 40 cells, but in some cases (large impactors into181

thin crust) this resolution would result in well over 106 cells in the high resolution zone and182

infeasibly long run times (many months). In these cases we allow for a coarser resolution183

that results in at least 10 cells over the crust thickness. Finally, our third limit comes into184

play for our thickest crusts where the liquid magma layer becomes thinner than the crust,185

where we enforce a minimum of 10 cells in the liquid magma layer. Owing to the large186

range of our parameter space (see Section 2.2) we always discuss our simulation resolutions187

in relative terms rather than absolute. We note that the standard, 5 km, resolutions used188

by Potter et al. (2012) also resulted in 10 cells in their 50 km crust. We provide a more189

detailed discussion of resolution and grid geometry in the supplementary material.190

Our simulations are allowed to run until visible rippling in the surface has ceased and191

the hole diameter, as defined in Section 3.1, has reached a stable plateau. This can require192

quite long simulation times of up to several hours post-impact, adding to our computational193

considerations. The convergence of our simulations is discussed in more detail in the194

supplementary material. Full details of cell resolutions and simulation volumes, along with195

other metrics and initialisation files for our iSALE runs are included in our online Zenodo196

archive1, with a summary provided in the supplementary material.197

2.2 Parameter space198

We simulate a total of 252 unique combinations of impactor diameter, impact velocity,202

and crust thickness (see Fig. 1), with a number of points simulated at multiple resolutions203

for convergence testing (see the supplementary material for more details). Our parameter204

space includes impactors with diameters ranging from 100 m to 30 km and crust thicknesses205

ranging from 1 to 40 km (corresponding to magma ocean depths between 98 and 11 km206

respectively). These crust thicknesses can be compared against the∼45 km average thickness207

of the lunar crust today (e.g., Wieczorek et al. 2013).208

To inform our impact velocity range, we utilise the same N -body simulation as P+18,209

which has the same initial conditions and setup as Jackson & Wyatt (2012), but a larger210

number of debris particles (105), and a longer integration time (100 Myr). From this211

simulation we find that 90% of impactors strike the Moon at less than 15 km/s, while212

2/3 of impactors strike at less than 9 km/s. As such we use 15 km/s as our highest impact213

velocity and focus on the range <9 km/s. The lowest impact velocity is set by the escape214

velocity from the Moon and Earth at the lunar orbital distance. For the present day lunar215

1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6824907
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the parameter space investigated in our suite of iSALE

simulations showing each projection of the 3 dimensional space of impactor diameter, impact

velocity, and crust thickness.

199

200

201

orbit the addition to the escape velocity from Earth is negligible, yielding a minimum impact216

velocity of ∼3 km/s, but early in lunar history the Moon was closer to Earth than it is today,217

increasing the minimum impact velocity. To cover all scenarios we set our minimum impact218

velocity as 3 km/s, but note that for a more typical early lunar separation of 10 Earth219

radii the minimum impact velocity would have been just over 4 km/s, due to the additional220

velocity gained from falling deeper into the gravity well of Earth.221

As we are primarily interested in penetration of the crust and the boundary between222

cratering and penetration we do not simulate the smallest impactors striking the thickest223

crust or the largest impactors striking the thinnest crust. These would invariably lead224

to predictable end-member outcomes (cratering, or complete disruption/penetration of the225

crust), which as we demonstrate later, can be predicted by outlining the boundaries of the226

intermediate regimes.227

3 Outcome morphologies228

Our impact simulations result in a range of different final morphologies. Small, low-velocity229

impactors produce craters on the surface whereas larger and higher-velocity impactors230

breach the crust as a penetrating impact. Within both main categories we identify two231

sub-categories. In cratering impacts, crustal fracturing can be localised in a roughly hemispherical232

bowl centred on the impact site, which for want of a better term we call ‘classical cratering.’233

Alternatively, the fracture zone can reach the base of the crust producing a more complex234

zone of fractured crust with a broadly cylindrical overall shape. We identify this sub-category235

as ‘cratering with full-depth fracturing,’ which in figure legends we will shorten to ‘CFDF’.236

Within the category of penetrating impacts, in less energetic impacts crustal material237

is able flow back in to close the hole after the crust has been breached, albeit the crust238
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Figure 2. Examples of each category of outcome morphology. a) classical cratering. b) cratering

with full-depth fracturing. c) partial penetration. d) complete penetration. Note that horizontal

and vertical scales are not uniform across panels and aspect ratios are non-equal to emphasise

the region of interest. Each panel is labelled with impactor diameter, dimp, impact velocity, vimp,

crust thickness, dcr and the simulation time at which the snapshot is taken, t. The crust material

boundary is marked with a grey line. In each panel damage factor is shown on the left, while

temperature field is shown on the right. A damage factor of 0 corresponds to fully intact, undamaged

material, while a value of 1 corresponds to fully damaged material. The impact energies in each

case are: a) 1.8× 1019 J, b) 9× 1019 J, c) 1.8× 1022 J, d) 4.7× 1020 J.

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

254

covering the impact zone is significantly thinner than the pre-impact crust. We term these239

impacts ‘partial penetration.’ At higher impact energies a wide enough initial hole is opened,240

and debris is substantially distributed elsewhere, such that return flow of material cannot241

completely close the hole. This leaves a central zone where the magma ocean is directly242

exposed to the surface after the simulation has settled. We term these impacts ‘complete243

penetration.’ Our main focus here is on penetrating impacts. We will typically refer to both244

cratering categories simply as ‘cratering.’245

In Fig. 2 we show examples of each sub-categories of impact outcome, illustrating the255

different morphologies. In each panel we show damage factor on the left, where 0 corresponds256

to intact, undamaged material, and 1 corresponds to completely damaged material. The257

temperature field is shown on the right of each panel and the boundary of the crust is258

marked in grey. Note that in Fig. 2a, the surface expression of the crater is not visible due259

to the scale. As a strengthless liquid, the magma ocean is always completely ‘damaged’ in260

the simulation, but as noted above this does not have a physical meaning.261
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Between classical catering in Fig. 2a and cratering with full depth fracturing in Fig. 2b,262

in addition to the change in the region of damaged crust that defines the two sub-categories,263

we can also see that for larger craters relative to the crust thickness a bulge begins to appear264

at the base of the crust as a basal reflection of the surface crater.265

When the impactor breaks through the crust in a partially penetrating impact, as266

shown in Fig. 2c, only a very broad, shallow depression is left at the surface in the crustal267

material that has flowed back into the hole. Instead the more dramatic topography occurs268

at the base of the crust, which appears much like an inverted version of a classical impact269

basin, with a relatively flat central ceiling and steep sides surrounded by a broad, thickened270

rim. The pattern of damage in the crust also changes relative to non-penetrating cases, now271

displaying a long sequence of alternating intact sections and fractures reflecting large scale272

flexure of the crust as it rides ripples induced in the magma ocean below.273

For more energetic, complete penetration, impacts (see Fig. 2d) surface topographic274

variation is reduced even further as compared with Fig. 2c due to greater disruption of the275

crust and infill by magma. Below the surface a similar topographic profile to Fig. 2c is276

evident, with again steep sides and a flat ceiling, though here the ceiling thickness tapers277

to zero. In addition, the increased magnitude of ripples in the magma ocean now leaves an278

imprint in the structure of the crust itself with a series of partial tears. Animations of the279

two penetrating impacts shown in Figs. 2c-d are included as supplementary information to280

this manuscript.281

Note that in our 2D, cylindrically symmetric geometry, we have only a single radial282

profile such that all structure seen in Fig. 2 is implicitly azimuthally symmetric. In a283

fully 3D simulation it is likely that this symmetry would be broken, with more complex284

fracture/block structures that include azimuthal variation. For the most part this is not an285

issue and we can treat the single radial profile as an approximate average profile, but there286

are a few instances where care must be taken in this, which we describe in more detail later.287

3.1 Quantitative descriptions288

To aid more quantitative analyses we begin with a simplified, diagrammatic representation291

of a complete penetration, shown in Fig. 3, in which we outline three concentric zones of292

interest with corresponding radii: 1) the central region within which the magma ocean is293

directly exposed to the surface, with radius Rmag, 2) the region in which the crust is thinned,294

with radius Rthin, and 3) the zone within which the majority of the crust is fractured, with295

radius Rfrac. We use the following definitions for the three radii, which we found to be the296

most appropriate for our purposes in defining the size of the zones:297

• Rfrac is the radius at which the mean damage factor, Γ̄, integrated vertically over a298

column of crust, drops below 0.5. This is designed to exclude the very broad zone of299

flexure fractures seen beyond 150 km in Fig. 2c300

• Rthin is the radius at which crust thickness drops below 95% of its initial value. This301

captures well the largest extent of the region in which the crust has been thinned302

without being susceptible to numerical fluctuations.303

• Rmag is the radius at which crust thickness drops to zero, however care is required304

regarding fragments of crust material that buoyantly rise into the cavity.305

Returning to Fig. 2 we can see these zones appear progressively as we move from panels a-d,306

with none being present in panel a, while panel b possesses only a fracture zone, panel c307

shows a fracture zone and a zone of thinned crust, and in panel d all three zones are present.308

From Fig. 3 and the definitions we can see that we will always have Rfrac > Rthin >309

Rmag. Our definitions do however involve a trade-off, in that the definition that works best310

for describing the size of a feature may not coincide with the one that is best for dividing311

different regimes. Our definition of Rmag corresponds to the transition between partial and312
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Figure 3. Diagram illustrating the different zones, direct magma exposure, thinned crust and

fracture zone, for an impact that results in complete penetration.

289

290

complete penetration, with Rmag = 0 marking the boundary, but this is not true for Rfrac313

and Rthin. A large classical crater may have Γ̄ < 0.5 close to the centre and in both cratering314

regimes it is possible for more than 5% of the crust to be excavated at the centre. In these315

cases we found that it was better to separate the description of the regime transition from316

the definition of zone radius.317

3.2 Transitions between the regimes318

As described above, our definition for Rmag coincides with the partial – complete319

penetration transition with Rmag = 0 for partial penetrations and Rmag > 0 for complete320

penetrations. While this seems simple there is a potential complication in the form of321

‘rockbergs’, fragments of crustal material floating in the magma within the central hole.322

These can result either from chunks calving off the inner rim of the annulus of thinned323

crust, or from pieces of crust that were pushed down into the magma buoyantly rising back324

into the hole. Such rockbergs appear in a number of our simulations, but their presence or325

absence is stochastic. The stochastic nature of these rockbergs encourages us that in a full326

3D calculation they would be small, localised fragments that cover only a small fraction of327

the exposed magma area, rather than the circular annuli they technically represent in our328

2D cylindrical simulations. As such we exclude any disconnected sections of crust from our329

calculation of Rmag.330

Since our definition ofRthin does not mark the boundary between cratering and penetrating336

regimes we turn instead to the transient cavity formed during the initial stage of the337

impact. In Fig. 4 we plot maximum transient cavity depth in each simulations against338

crust thickness, with colour and point style differentiating outcome regimes, and a black339

line marking equality between the two quantities. Here we define transient cavity depth340

simply as the maximum depth of the surface below the original surface level at any given341

time after impact. The maximum transient cavity depth is then the greatest depth to which342

the surface is depressed below its original level.343
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Figure 4. Comparison between crust thickness and maximum transient cavity depth, with

different impact outcomes indicated by point colour. Equality between crust thickness and

maximum transient cavity depth is shown by the solid black line while the dashed and dotted

lines are factors of 7 above and 10 below respectively. CFDF is used as shorthand for Cratering

with Full Depth Fracturing.

331

332

333

334

335

As we can see from Fig. 4, the solid black line marking equality between maximum344

transient cavity depth and crust thickness almost perfectly separates the cratering and345

penetrating regimes. There is a sharp change in material properties as we cross the base of346

the solid crust into liquid magma, so it is not surprising that there is a distinct transition347

in impact outcome corresponding to the point at which the transient cavity breaches the348

base of the crust. The maximum transient cavity depth is also a good predictor of the349

transitions from classical cratering to cratering with full depth fracturing, and partial to350

complete penetration, as shown by the dotted and dashed lines.351

4 Scaling relations352

We now examine the relationship between hole size and the impact parameters. Scaling353

relations for the size of impact craters have a long history (e.g., Nordyke, 1962; Gault, 1974;354

Holsapple & Schmidt, 1982), which we draw on in considering scaling relations for holes.355

We saw in Fig. 4 that transitions between regimes are well predicted by a constant ratio of356

transient cavity depth to crust thickness. The size of the transient cavity typically scales357

well with impact energy (e.g. Melosh, 1989) so in the left-hand panel of Fig. 5 we plot crust358

thickness against impact kinetic energy, marking the outcome regimes. This illustrates that359

transitions between each outcome regime are well described by a power law relationship360

between crust thickness and impact kinetic energy.361

Fitting the impact energy at each transition in terms of crust thickness we obtain369

Epp−cp = 2.20× 109d3.64cr , (1)

for the partial – complete penetration transition, where dcr is the crust thickness,370

Ec−p = 1.18× 106d3.64cr , (2)
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Figure 5. Divisions between outcome regimes in terms of kinetic energy and crust thickness

(left), and crust thickness and ratio of hole radius to crust thickness (right). Points are coloured

according to outcome regime, and regions corresponding to each regime are shaded in the same

colour. The black lines connect points halfway between the pair of simulations lying either side

of the transition between regimes for each crust thickness. The blue, orange, and green dashed

lines are fits through the transition points for the partial-complete, cratering-penetrating, and

classical-full-depth fracturing transitions respectively.
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for the cratering – penetrating transition, and371

Ecc−cfdf = 3.46× 102d3.81cr , (3)

for the classical – full-depth fracturing cratering transition (all quantities in mks SI units).372

The three transitions are marked in Fig. 5 as dashed blue, orange and green lines respectively.373

The cratering – penetrating and partial – complete penetration transitions are almost374

perfectly parallerl while the classical – full-depth fracturing transition appears slightly375

steeper but nonetheless still very close to parallel.376

Additionally, in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 we plot the ratio of Rthin to crust377

thickness, which shows that transitions between regimes occur at roughly constant values378

of this ratio.379

4.1 Scaling of the partial penetration zone (Rthin)380

Since the regime transitions are well described by a power law relationship with impact385

kinetic energy we begin by examining the dependence of Rthin on impact kinetic energy in386

the left-hand panel of Fig. 6. We can clearly see that there is a strong correlation between387

Rthin and impact kinetic energy. However this correlation is modulated by crust thickness388

with points for each crust thickness lying in close to straight lines but offset from one another.389

As such we fit Rthin as a function of both impact kinetic energy and crust thickness of the390

form,391

Rthin = aEb
kd

c
cr, (4)

where Ek is impact kinetic energy and we find a = 4.50× 10−3, b = 0.385, c = −0.443 with392

all quantities in mks SI units.393

We show residuals for our fitted relationship in the right-hand panel of Fig. 6, which we394

compute as a ratio of the simulated value to the value predicted by the fitted relationship395
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Figure 6. Left : Rthin as a function of impact kinetic energy. Right : Residuals (simulation

value/fitted value) for our fit to Rthin as a function of impact kinetic energy and crust thickness.

The dashed line marks equality between simulated and fitted value. In both panels points are

coloured according to crust thickness while shape style shows partial and complete penetrations.

381

382

383

384

since ratios are more relevant to a power-law. The mean deviation between simulated396

and fitted values is 0.037 log units, or a factor of 1.09, so our fit is typically accurate to397

within 10%, while even the most deviant points are within 0.17 log units (a factor of 1.5).398

There are no clear trends in the residuals and while several of the most deviant points399

with residuals > 1 (i.e. underpredicted values) are complete penetrations the majority of400

complete penetrations lie within the same range as the partial penetrations. Substituting401

our relations for the kinetic energy at the transitions (Eqs. 1, 2) into Eq. 4 we find that at402

the boundary we should have Rthin ∝ d0.96cr , matching the approximately constant ratio of403

Rthin to dcr that we saw in Fig. 5.404

4.2 Scaling of the exposed magma zone (Rmag)405

We saw in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 that the transition from partial to complete406

penetration occurs at a roughly constant value of Rthin/dcr, in this case Rthin/dcr ≈ 13. In407

addition, at the transition we have Rmag = 0 and above the transition Rthin continues to408

increase in the same way as below the transition. This suggests there is a limit to how much409

the crust surrounding the hole can be deformed and drawn back inwards following collapse410

of the transient cavity, at least without the inner edge fragmenting and forming rockbergs411

floating in a central magma pool rather than a continous ring of thinned crust.412

Taking the mean of (Rthin − Rmag)/dcr gives 12.6 with a mean deviation of 0.06 log413

units (a factor of 1.15) and a maximum deviation of 0.20 log units (a factor of 1.6). This414

suggests there is indeed a reasonably well defined relationship with the ring of thinned crust415

surrounding the central magma pool staying roughly constant in width for a given crust416

thickness.417

We can also try more complex fits. Fitting a function of the form (Rthin−Rmag) = adbcr422

produces a = 14.0 and b = 0.88, slightly shallower than linear such that holes in thicker423

crust have proportionately slightly narrower rings of thinned crust around the edge. The424

mean log deviations with this fit are smaller at 0.051 log units, but the maximum deviation425

is larger at 0.21 log units. Trying a similar functional form to that we used for Rthin in426

Section 4.1, Rmag = aEb
kd

c
cr (for which we obtain a = 1.07 × 10−11, b = 1.26, c = −3.74)427

gives both worse mean and maximum log deviations, at 0.12 and 0.44 log units respectively.428
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Figure 7. Left : Rthin − Rmag as a function of crust thickness. Right : Residuals (simulation

value/fitted value) for our fit to Rthin −Rmag, displayed relative to the impact kinetic energy. The

dashed line marks equality between simulated and fitted value. In both panels points are coloured

according to crust thickness.

418

419

420

421

Figure 8. Left : Rfrac as a function of impact kinetic energy. Right : Residuals (simulation

value/fitted value) for our fit to Rfrac as a function of impact kinetic energy and crust thickness.

The dashed line marks equality between simulated and fitted value. In both panels points are

coloured according to crust thickness, while point style indicates outcome regime.

433

434
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Given the minimal improvement at best provided by more complex fits we favour the simple429

constant relationship,430

Rmag = Rthin − adcr, (5)

where a = 12.6.431

4.3 Scaling of the fracture zone (Rfrac)432

In the left-hand panel of Fig. 8 we show Rfrac relative to impact kinetic energy. As for437

Rthin previously, we see that there is a strong correlation between Rthin and impact kinetic438

energy, modulated by crust thickness. As such we fit Rfrac in the same way as,439

Rfrac = aEb
kd

c
cr, (6)
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where we find a = 0.0700, b = 0.382, c = −0.540, with all quantities in mks SI units. Note440

that we do not include the classical cratering points in our fit since it is not clear if Rfrac441

should obey the same scaling in cases where the fracture zone does not reach the base of the442

crust. In addition we exclude cases where Rfrac >80% of the width of the high-resolution443

zone to avoid numerical artefacts.444

Residuals for our fitted relationship are shown in the right-hand of Fig. 8, which as445

in Fig. 6 we show as a ratio of the simulated value to the value predicted by the fitted446

relationship. The mean deviation between simulated and fitted values is 0.062 log units, or447

a factor of 1.15, so our fit is typically accurate to within 15%, while the most deviant partial448

penetration or full-depth fracturing point is off by 0.27 log units (a factor of 1.9). There is449

some evidence of a trend in the residuals, with simulations around 1020 J being typically450

more underpredicted (residuals > 1) than those at lower or higher energies, which are more451

likely to be overpredicted (residuals < 1). We do not find an obvious additional variable452

that we could include to account for this however, and given the relatively small size of the453

residuals over 10 orders of magnitude in impact energy we consider the fit satisfactory.454

The dependence on impact kinetic energy in Eqs. 6 and 4 is the same, while dependence455

on crust thickness differs only very slightly, with Rfrac having a slightly stronger dependence456

on crust thickness. This slightly stronger dependence on crust thickness matches that found457

in Eq. 3 such that, as with Rthin, the value of Rfrac/dcr at the transition is very close458

to constant (Rfrac ∝ d0.99cr ). This also means the ratio between Rfrac and Rthin is fairly459

constant, with a weak trend to lower values of Rfrac/Rthin for thicker crust and larger values460

for thinner crust.461

4.4 Pi-scaling462

A commonly used tool in fitting scaling relations for craters is the Pi-scaling formalism463

(e.g. Melosh, 1989) which recasts the problem in terms of dimensionless ratios. We investigated464

using a modified version of the Pi-formalism to fit scaling relations for holes, but found it does465

not perform as well as the relationships we fit in terms of impact energy and crust thickness.466

The root of the issue can be seen in the definition of π2, 1.61gL/u
2, where g is acceleration467

due to gravity, u is impact velocity, and L is a length scale relevant to the problem. For468

typical cratering impacts into uniform targets L is taken to be the impactor diameter, but469

here we have two length scales of relevance, impactor diameter and crust thickness and we470

found that neither provides a complete description of the scaling behaviour by itself. As a471

result we find that Pi-scaling does not provide as good a description of the outcomes of our472

crust penetrating impacts as our impact energy-based relations. Additional information is473

provided in the supplementary material for comparison with our fits in the sections above.474

5 Discussion475

5.1 Comparison with results for ice476

As we noted in Section 1, the closest analogue in the modern day for the rock-magma477

ocean impacts we simulate are impacts into the ice shells of Europa or Enceladus. Just like478

the rock and magma ocean system we examine for the early Moon, Europa and Enceladus479

have a solid crust that floats on a liquid layer below, the difference being that the material480

in question is water/ice rather than rock/magma.481

5.1.1 Impact simulations on Europa482

In Fig. 9 we show the results of simulated impacts into the ice shell of Europa from488

Bray et al. (2014); Cox & Bauer (2015) (hereafter B+14 and CB15), overlaid on the regime489

transitions for our lunar rock-magma simulations. The CB15 dataset is the larger of the490

two and in addition to categorising impacts as penetrating or cratering they also identify491
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Figure 9. Comparison between the results of Bray et al. (2014)( B+14) and Cox & Bauer (2015)(

CB15), who simulated impacts into the ice shell of Europa, and our regime transitions. The black

dashed line is a fit to the cratering-penetrating boundary for the CB15 data. The shading follows

Fig. 5: Pink = complete penetration, blue = partial penetration, orange = cratering with full-depth

fracturing, green = classical cratering.

483

484

485

486

487

boundary cases. We perform a power-law fit to the boundary cases of CB15, which we492

show as the black dashed line in Fig. 9. This is roughly parallel to the cratering-penetrating493

boundary we determined for our lunar data, but a factor of 2-3 lower in impact energy. The494

B+14 data on the other hand is consistent with our cratering-penetrating boundary.495

Both B+14 and CB15 used iSALE with essentially the same simulation setup and496

material parameters for their impact simulations. CB15, however define the transition497

between cratering and penetrating to occur when the maximum transient cavity depth498

reaches 90% of crust thickness, whereas B+14 define the transition to occur at equality499

between maximum transient cavity depth and crust thickness, as we do. This is likely500

the cause of the factor 2-3 difference in impact energy between the cratering-penetrating501

transition found by CB15 and that found by Bray et al. (2014) and our study.502

Europa has roughly the same surface gravity as the Moon (1.314 m s−2 vs 1.62 m s−2)503

and the simulations of B+14 and CB15 lie within the range of energies and crust thicknesses504

we used for our lunar rock-magma simulations. As such any differences between the results505

of our simulations and those of B+14 or CB15 should be due to differences in the material506

properties of rock-magma and ice-water, the most prominent being density, which is a507

factor of around 3 lower for ice-water. The similarity between the results of the three508

studies suggests there is little dependence on material properties. Confirming this lack of509

dependence on material properties is a clear avenue for future study.510

5.1.2 Ice impact experiments511

For rock-magma impacts obtaining experimental data would be extremely difficult,512

but for the ice-water system experimental data is much easier to obtain. Despite this,513
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Figure 10. Left : Comparison between the experimental ice impact results of Cox et al. (2008) (

C08) and our regime transitions. The shading follows Fig. 5: Pink = complete penetration, blue =

partial penetration, orange = cratering with full-depth fracturing, green = classical cratering. Right :

Residuals for our fit to Rthin including both our partially and completely penetrating simulations

and the 2nd and 3rd order penetrating impacts from C08.

532

533

534

535

536

experimental data for impacts into ice over water are surprisingly sparse. The two most514

relevant studies are that of Cox et al. (2008) (hereafter C08), Harriss & Burchell (2017)515

(hereafter HB17), both of whom performed impact experiments into planar ice sheets516

overlying water. Harriss & Burchell (2020) also investigate ice/water targets, but in that517

work the targets are spheres roughly 20 cm in diameter, comparable to the size of the craters518

produced, which is a somewhat different scenario to the planar targets of our simulations519

and the other comparisons.520

C08 divide their experimental results into three categories, which they term 1st order,521

2nd order and 3rd order, which we show in Fig. 10. This three-fold division of outcomes522

does not neatly map onto our classification scheme, but we can make approximate analogies.523

Their 1st order impacts are described as craters, but include both ‘simple’ and ‘leaky’ craters,524

where C08 describe leaky craters as involving incipient penetration with cracks that allow525

liquid to bleed upwards into the crater. Six out of their eight 1st order impacts shown in526

Fig. 10 are leaky craters. With fractures that extend down to the base of the ice layer leaky527

craters seem comparable to our cratering with full-depth fracturing regime, while the simple528

craters match to our classical craters. We note however that the description in C08 leaves529

some ambiguity about whether the leaky crater class should be considered to overlap our530

partial penetration regime.531

The 2nd and 3rd order outcomes in C08 are both clearly penetrating impacts, but537

2nd order impacts have ‘clean’ holes with well-defined edges, while 3rd order impacts have538

more irregular holes with large ice rafts. We pair these outcomes roughly with partial and539

complete penetrations. In this case ice rafts in 3rd order outcomes are analogous to the540

large tears we saw in Fig. 2d, except that at this scale ice is not ductile and so the tears541

completely separate. The scattered nature of the ice rafts closest to the centre of the whole542

also provides further justification for ignoring rockbergs when determining the size of the543

exposed magma region earlier.544

By comparison with our regime transitions we can see that the boundaries between545

different experimental outcomes for C08 appear slightly shallower, and are significantly546

closer together. Nonetheless, if we compare the boundary between 2nd and 3rd order with547
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our partial-complete penetration transition, or the 1st order leaky and 2nd order boundary548

with our cratering-penetrating transition we see that the energies are within around an order549

of magnitude.550

We can also compare our regime transitions with HB17, who performed 8 impact551

experiments with ice sheets overlying water. They varied ice layer thickness while keeping552

impact velocity in a narrow range of 4.89-5.38 km/s, corresponding to impact energies of553

57-69 J with their 1.5 mm diameter aluminium projectiles. They found the transition from554

penetrative to non-penetrative impacts occurred for an ice thickness of 20 mm, roughly in555

the centre of the 2nd order impacts of C08 for this energy range, and similarly in the centre556

of our partial penetration regime. As with the results of C08, the transition energy of HB17557

is within around an order of magnitude of our regime transition boundary.558

For their experimental data, C08 also provides the hole size for 2nd and 3rd order559

outcomes, information that we do not have for the simulations of B+14 or CB15 above.560

This allows us to use Eq. 4 and compare our predicted hole size with the experimental561

result, which we do in the right-hand panel of Fig. 10. Our predicted hole sizes are about562

a factor of 5 too large, roughly matching the offset from the partial-complete transition in563

the left-hand panel of Fig. 10.564

It is important to bear in mind that in comparing our results to the experimental565

data of C08, or HB17, we are extrapolating down by 5 orders of magnitude in size from566

km-scales to cm-scales, or around 15 orders of magnitude in impact energy. While rock and567

ice can behave in a ductile fashion at the energies and length-scales of our simulations, or568

those of B+14, CB15, ice is brittle at the much smaller energies and length-scales of the569

experimental data. In addition, while the simulations of B+14 and CB15 were performed570

in Europan gravity which is very similar to the lunar gravity of our simulations, the ice571

experiments were conducted on Earth, with gravity around 6 times higher. Considering572

this, that our predictions match the results of C08 to within a factor of around 5 is a573

surprisingly close agreement.574

5.2 Comparison to work on lunar basins575

While impact cratering during the very early stage of lunar evolution that interests us576

here has not previously been well studied, there have been many studies of basin formation577

at slightly later periods. Miljković et al. (2015)(hereafter M+15) performed simulations of578

lunar basin-forming impacts 3.5-4 Gyr ago. The temperature profiles they use as representative579

of the lunar nearside have a substantial layer below the crust that is close to or above the580

melting point due to concentration of radionuclide-rich KREEP material below the nearside581

crust. As such, their nearside simulations are quite similar to the impact simulations we582

performed in this study.583

M+15 classify their simulations by whether or not mantle material is exposed in the589

basin centre at the end of the simulation, analogous to the distinction we make between590

partial and complete penetration. As we can see in the left-hand panel of Fig. 11 the591

partial-complete transition for our work matches well with the boundary between mantle592

exposure and no mantle exposure in M+15. M+15 also report the radius within which the593

crust is thinned, though it is not clear exactly how this radius is defined. In the right-hand594

panel of Fig. 11 we compare our predictions for Rthin from Eq. 4 with the results of M+15,595

and find that their results are consistent with our relationship, albeit with a slightly larger596

scatter.597

We can also consider the specific case of South-Pole Aitken (SPA) basin, the oldest and598

largest definitive lunar impact structure. The formation of SPA was modelled by Potter et599

al. (2012) and while SPA does not have the concentration KREEP material that leads to600

the high sub-surface temperatures in the nearside simulations of M+15, the ancient age of601

SPA nonetheless implies a fairly hot interior. Potter et al. (2012) tested several different602
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Figure 11. Left : Comparison between the lunar nearside impacts from Miljković et al.

(2015)(hereafter M+15) and our regime transitions. Shading follows Fig. 5: Pink = complete

penetration, blue = partial penetration. Right : Residuals for our fit to Rthin including both our

partially and completely penetrating simulations and the results of M+15 for their nearside thermal

profiles.

584

585

586

587

588

lithospheric temperature gradients, finding the steepest of these, 50 K/km, provides the603

best fit to SPA. This steep temperature profile is similar to those we use, except that we604

do not limit the temperature at the solidus. The best-fit simulation of Potter et al. (2012)605

uses an impact energy of 4× 1026 J, with a 170 km diameter impacting striking at 10 km/s.606

This results in thinned crust within a radius of around 600-700 km and they note the607

innermost anorthosite (upper crust) at around 630 km. By comparison using our equation 4608

with an impact energy of 4 × 1026 J and a crust thickness of 50 km yields a prediction of609

Rthin=665 km, very similar to the results obtained by Potter et al. (2012).610

5.3 Cooling of the lunar magma ocean611

In Perera et al. (2018) (hereafter P+18) we examined how the solidification time of the612

LMO is modified by re-impacting debris penetrating the flotation crust. To do so we defined613

a parameter, k, the mass in impactors required per unit area of holes produced:614

k ≡ Mimp(tstep)

Aholes(tstep)
. (7)

We then varied k across a wide range of values, keeping the value constant as a function615

of time. With the results of our impact simulations we can now examine what the value of616

this parameter should be.617

A hole was defined by P+18 as exposure of the liquid magma ocean, such that for an620

individual impact we compute k as621

k−1 =
πR2

mag

mimp
. (8)

In Fig. 12 we show k computed in this way for our completely penetrating simulations -622

by definition k is infinite for simulations that do not result in complete penetration. Our623

simulations mostly lie at a lower value of k (more efficient hole opening) than the fiducial624

value of 107 used by P+18, with higher energy impacts having lower values of k than lower625

energy impacts. There is also a strong trend for increasing k with increasing crust thickness.626

Since crust thickness increases over time as the magma ocean solidifies this shows that a627
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Figure 12. Impactor mass per unit area of exposed magma (k) as a function of impact kinetic

energy and crust thickness.

618

619

k parameter that is constant in time is not a good assumption, instead k should vary over628

time.629

We can also see this dependence of k on crust thickness by combining equation 8 with630

our equations for Rmag and Rthin, which yields631

k−1 =
π(Rthin − 12.6dcr)

2

mimp
(9)

=
π

mimp

(
2.03× 10−5E0.77

k d−0.886
cr − 0.113E0.385

k d0.557cr + 159d2cr
)
. (10)

We can clearly see the strong dependence on crust thickness, which means that a fairly632

typical impact involving a 10 km diameter impact striking at 10 km/s (Ek = 8.7 × 1022)633

leads to k = 3.2 × 104 for a crust thickness of 1 km, rising to k = 5.5 × 106 at a crust634

thickness of 5 km, and shortly after that it ceases to penetrate.635

While the values we find for k are typically lower than the fiducial value of 107 used by636

P+18, suggesting that the solidification time of the LMO is likely to be reduced, the strong637

dependence on crust thickness makes it clear that allowing k to vary with time is essential.638

Additionally, though P+18 only considered exposure of the magma ocean, there is a much639

larger area in which the crust is thinned, which would also allow faster heat loss, albeit not640

to the extent of direct magma exposure. The other important factor in P+18 is λKE, the641

fraction of the impactor kinetic energy that is converted into heat in the magma ocean. In642

a future study we will examine the kinetic energy conversion and incorporate effects into643

the magma ocean solidification scheme of P+18.644

6 Conclusions645

Immediately after formation, the Moon is expected to have been largely molten, with646

a deep, global Lunar Magma Ocean (LMO). The particular circumstances of the size and647

composition of the Moon lead to formation of an anorthositic flotation crust that is the648

precursor to the present lunar crust and which acts as an insulating blanket, slowing649

solidification of the LMO. At the same time however, the Moon would have experienced650

extensive bombardment over millions of years by returning debris that was released in the651

Moon-forming giant impact.652
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We have conducted a suite of impact simulations, spanning a range of impactor sizes,653

impact velocities, and crust thicknesses representative of this early bombardment of the654

Moon. We find that impact outcomes can be divided into two broad categories, cratering655

and penetrating, each of which can further be sub-divided into two, for four regimes in656

total: ‘classical cratering,’ ‘cratering with full-depth fracturing,’ ‘partial penetration,’ and657

‘complete penetration.’ We also define three radii, Rfrac, Rthin, and Rmag, the radius of the658

fracture zone, the zone of thinned crust, and the central magma pool, respectively, which659

we use to describe the size of impact features.660

The transitions between each regime are well described by power-law fits between661

impact energy and crust thickness, and are almost parallel. We find that Rthin and Rfrac662

are both well described in terms of a power-law relationships with impact energy and crust663

thickness, of the form aEb
kd

c
cr. The central magma pool in completely penetrating impacts is664

surrounded by a ring of thinned crust with a width roughly a constant multiple of the crust665

thickness, such that Rmag is well described by the simple relationship Rmag = Rthin−12.6dcr.666

We compare our results with previous work on penetration of the ice shells of Europa667

and Enceladus, finding an excellent match between our cratering-penetrating boundary and668

that for previous work on these bodies. Comparing with experimental data for ice yields669

surprisingly close agreement given the large extrapolations necessary. We also compare to670

previous work on the formation of early lunar basins, again finding close agreement with our671

cratering-penetrating boundary and predictions for Rthin. Overall these comparisons suggest672

that our derived relations for the boundaries between different impact outcome regimes, and673

associated radii, are more broadly applicable than to just the rock-magma system of the very674

early Moon, with target density and material properties having relatively little influence on675

impact outcome. We intend to examine this further in future work.676

Considering the work of Perera et al. (2018), we find that our simulated completely677

penetrating impacts are generally more efficient at exposing liquid magma than they assumed.678

This suggests that LMO solidication time should be decreased by more than the 34% they679

found for their fiducial assumptions. However, we also find that hole-opening efficiency is680

dependent on crust thickness, and thus on time. A complete comparison to Perera et al.681

(2018) thus also requires implementation of a time-varying hole-opening efficiency, which682

we will investigate in a future study.683
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The raw outputs of the iSALE simulations themselves are too large to be archived (over701

1 TB of data), but the archived material is sufficient to allow any individual simulation702

to be exactly reproduced and processed, and to examine the outcome of any simulation in703

detail.704
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